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A generalized Sturmian theorem is proved for elliptic differential inequalities 
of second order in arbitrary bounded domains G in n-dimensional Euclidean 
space. Under weaker hypotheses than normally given, no boundary regularity 
is required for the conclusion that every solution of such an inequality has a zero 
in G. This is a so-called strong theorem, meaning that the conclusion applies to G 
rather than G. Specialization to linear symmetric elliptic equations sharpens 
earlier Sturmian theorems. 
1. INTRODUCTION 
Let G be a bounded domain in n-dimensional Euclidean space En and let u 
be a nontrivial function of class C(G) n Cl-*(G) w rc vanishes identically on aG. h’ h 
The notation is that of Agmon [l]. (See Sect. 2.) Under the assumption aG E Cl, 
the authors [13, 191 have proved that every solution zr of a second order elliptic 
inequality vLv > 0 in G satisfying an associated functional inequalityF[u, ZJ] < 0 
has a zero at some point in G. (See (2) and (4) b e ow for the definitions ofF and L.) 1 
The purpose of this note is to resolve the question of how much boundary 
regularity is needed for the truth of this theorem. The rather surprising answer, 
contained in Theorems 1-3 below, is that no regularity hypotheses whatsoever are 
required. 
The first n-dimensional Sturmian theorems of Picone [14], Cimmino [3], 
Hartman and Wintner [6], Protter [15], Clark and Swanson [4], Kreith [8], 
Kuks [ll], and Swanson [17] contained only the so-called weak conclusion 
that the zero of w lies in G. Kreith [9, lo] and Swanson [18] proved that the zero 
actually lies in G if aG E C2 by employing the Hopf maximum principle, and 
recently Allegretto [2], Noussair [13], and Swanson [19] obtained the same 
conclusion under the weaker hypothesis aG E C’ by using a weak form of 
Lemma 1 below. 
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For completeness, a proof of Lemma 1 following Heywood [7] is included in 
Section 2. The main Theorem 1 concerning general elliptic operators is proved 
in Section 3 on the basis of Lemma 1 and a form of Picone’s identity. Specializa- 
tion to symmetric operators leads to the sharper result in Theorem 2. For 
convenience in applications, Theorems 1 and 2 have been given nonlinear 
formulations. Nevertheless they are linear in character since the nonlinear 
versions follow immediately from analogous linear versions. In the final section, 
u is specialized to a solution of a linear symmetric differential inequality. The 
resulting Theorem 3 extends earlier comparison theorems [2, 4, 6, 9, lo] to 
arbitrary bounded domains. The proof involves a formulation of Green’s 
formula not requiring any boundary regularity (Lemma 2). 
2. THE BASIC LEMMA 
Let C,,-(G) denote the set of all infinitely differentiable functions with compact 
support contained in G. The space I#.al(G) is defined to be the completion of 
Corn(G) in the norm jj . 11 defined by 
II u 11’ = J’, (I u I2 + i I Diu I’) dx, 
i=l 
~~ = ajaxi, i = l,..., n. (1) 
The following standard notation [l] will be used: 
Cl*(G) = {u E Cl(G): 11 u 11 < co>. 
The space Hal(G) is defined as the completion of C’*(G) in the norm (1). A 
well-known theorem of Meyers and Serrin [12] states that the standard Sobolev 
space W,l(G) is the same as H,i(G). 
LEMMA 1. If u E C(G) n W21(G) and u vanishes identically on aG, then 
u E ti21(G). 
If u satisfies the hypotheses of the lemma, the conclusion is that there exists 
a sequence {Us} of functions in Cam(G) such that II u, - u Ij + 0 as n -+ co. 
Proof. The three facts listed below are fairly standard and can be verified 
without difficulty. (See [7].) 
(F,) The set Lip(G) of all Lipschitz continuous functions in G is contained 
in W,‘(G); 
(F,) Let v(x) = max[vi(x), v2(x)], x E G. 
If each vi E W21(G), then also v E W,l(G); 
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(Fa) lim,,,, p(N,) = 0, where p denotes the measure in E”, and iV, = 
{xEG:3yEaGsuchthat/x-y\ <S}. 
We use these facts to prove Lemma 1 as follows. For arbitrary S > 0, let fs 
be a nonincreasing Cl function in [0, co) such that 
fh) = 1 on 0 < r < S/2, 
Ifs’(r)l < 316 on Sj2 < r < 6, 
f&) = 0 in S<r<co. 
Lety, ,..., yN be a finite sequence of points on aG such that 
accu +P: lx-yyij <;I. 
i 
This is possible since SG is compact. Define 
ei4 = mpfdl x - Yi I>, xeEn. 
Clearly g, E Lip(G) and hence g, E W,l(G) by (Fi). Moreover 
and 
Therefore I/ Sg, (I -+ 0 as 6 + Of by (Fa). 
Define U+(X) = max[u(x), 0] and u-(x) = min[u(x), 01, x E G. Then u+ E 
W,r(G) by (F,) and similarly u- E W,l(G). In order to prove that uf E m21(G), 
define 
ud+(x) = max[u+(x), %&)I, XE G, 6 > 0. 
Since u+ and Sg8 both belong to W,l(G), also ub+ E W,‘(G) by (F,). In view of 
the hypotheses u E C(G) and u(x) = 0 on aG, us+(x) = S in some neighborhood 
of aG, so ug+ - Sgs E asI( We know that us+(x) = u+(x) in G - Ns and 
/I Sgs 11 ---t 0, and hence 11 us+ - uf 11 + 0 as 6 + O+. Then also 
ll(%+ - SgJ - u+ II- 0 (6 - o+> 
and therefore u+ E kzl(G). Similarly u- E l!J21(G) and consequently u E I&,l(G). 
This completes the proof of Lemma 1. 
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3. COMPARISON THEORRMS FOR NONLINEAR OPERATORS 
Elliptic differential operators L of the form 
Lv = - i Di[Aij(x, v) Dp] + 2 i B&v, u) Div + C(x, v)v (2) 
i,j=l i=l 
will be considered for x = (x1 ,..., x,) E G, v E 1, where I is an interval containing 
0. It is assumed that each Aij E P(G x I), each Bi E C(e x I), C E C(G x I), 
and that the matrix (A,$(x, v)) is positive definite (or semidefinite for some 
theorems) in G x I. The domain 3, of L is defined to be P(G) n wsr(G). It 
would be possible to weaken the regularity hypotheses on the coefficients Aii , 
Bi , C in (2) on aG if DL were restricted to a smaller class of functions, but this 
will not be done here. (See [17].) All of the results of this paper can be stated 
routinely for more general operators L, given by 
L,v = - c A&, v, Vv) Di Djv 
i,i 
+ c B&c, v, Vv) Div + C(x, v, Vv)v 
by simply expanding the notation. We shall not do this to avoid unnecessary 
complications in the presentation. 
Let Q[z] be the quadratic form in n + I variables x1 ,..., z,+r defined by 
Q[zl = i$, Ai+,zj + 2zn+1& Bizi + E8t-+1, (3) 
where E is a continuous function in G x I chosen so that this form is positive 
definite (or semidefinite). Since (Aij) is positive definite, a necessary and sufficient 
condition for Q[z] to be positive semidefinite is 
E det(Aij) > i BiBi*, 
i=l 
where Bi* denotes the cofactor of B, in the matrix Q associated with Q[z]. The 
proof is a slight modification of a well-known result for positive definite 
matrices [5]. 
Let F be the functional defined by 
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with domain ID,, x jDL where 9, = C(@) n Cl*(G). The following additional 
notation will be used: 
qu, v; x] = c “2Aij( 
id 
X, u) Di (El Dj (3 
+ 22471 C&(x, 4 Di (3 + E(x, 4 u2, 
i 
THEOREM 1. If 
(1) E has been selected so that the form (3) is positive dejkite (semidejkite, 
respectively) throughout a bounded omain G; 
(2) u E nD, is a nontrivial function in G such that u vanishes identically on aG; 
and 
(3) v E D,, is a solution of the differential inequality VLV 3 0 in G such that 
F[u, u] < 0 (< 0, respectively); 
then v has a zero at some point in G. 
Proof. Since u E C(G) n W,l(G) and u vanishes identically on aG, Lemma 1 
shows that there exists a sequence {un} of Corn(G) functions such that 
IIun - u /j -+ 0 as n. + co. If v # 0 throughout G, we can use Picone’s identity 
[17] in the form 
Q[u~ )V; X] + 1 DC [$ A,j(x, v) ~jv] = F~[u, 3 V; x] - (:)’ VLV (6) 
id 
where F,[u, v; x] denotes the integrand in F[u, v]. (See (4).) Since wLv > 0 in G, 
u, 2 0 on aG, and the form @ is positive definite or semidefinite, it follows upon 
integration of (6) over G that 
In view of our hypotheses, each Aij and Bi , C, and E are uniformly bounded 
in G. Then an application of the Cauchy-Schwarz inequality to (4) yields the 
estimate 
I On ,d -F[u, 4 < Wll u, II + II u II) II u, - u II> (8) 
where K is a constant independent of n. Since II u, - u [I ---f 0 as n --t co, it 
follows from (7) that F[u, V] >, 0. This contradicts the hypothesis F[u, v] < 0 
in the case that the form (3) is semidefinite, and also gives a contradiction in the 
case that (3) is definite unless F[u, v] = 0. 
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Let S be an arbitrary domain with S C G. Then (7) implies that 
Since ZI is uniformly bounded away from zero on S, the following analogue of (8) 
shows that H,[u, , V] -+ H,[u, V] as // u, - u Ij -+ 0. Here KI is a positive 
constant independent of 11 and the subscript S on the norms indicates that the 
integration in (1) is over S only. Since F[un , V] -+ F[u, w] from (8) it follows 
from (9) that HJu, ZJ] = 0, and hence that U(X) = 0 identically in S. Since S 
is arbitrary U(X) = 0 throughout G, contrary to hypothesis. 
THEOREM 2 (Symmetric case). Suppose that Bi = 0 for i = I,..., n and 
E = 0 in G. If u E I&, is nontrivial and identically zero on aG, v E DDL satisfies 
VLV > 0 throughout G, andF[u, v] < 0, then either w has a xero at some point in G 
OY else v(x) = ku(x) throughout G for some nonzero constant k. If the positive 
de$niteness of (Aij) in (2) is weakened to positive semidejniteness, and if the strict 
inequality F[u, v] < 0 is assumed, then u has a xe~o at some point in G. 
Proof. As in the proof of Theorem 1, we obtain a contradiction if er # 0 
throughout G unless F[u, V] = 0. This implies, however, that HJu, V] = 0 
for an arbitrary domain S with S C G. When (Aij) is positive definite, we con- 
clude from the form (5) that DJu/v) EZ 0 in G for i = I,..., n, i.e. V(X) is a 
nontrivial constant multiple of U(X) in G. 
4. SPECIALIZATION TO LINEAR SYMMETRIC OPERATORS 
In the linear symmetric case, (2) specializes to 
Lv = - f D,(Aij(x) Qw) + C(x)v, 
i.j=l 
ZJEDL. We consider the case that the test function u E 3, in Theorem 2 
satisfies a linear elliptic differential inequality ulu < 0 in G, where the operator 1 
has the same form as (10): 
lu = - jJ Di(aij(x) D,u) + c(x)u. 
i,j=l 
(11) 
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The coefficients aii , Aij , c, and C in (10) and (11) are supposed to satisfy the 
same conditions as in (2). The domain of 1 is defined to be a,, n P(G), where 
B. := C(e) n P*(G) as b f e ore. (See (4).) The Sturmian variation between (10) 
and (11) is defined to be 
E[u] = s [c [aij(x) - &(x)1 D,u Diu + [c(x) - C(x)] z2] dx, UED,. 
G i,j 
(12) 
In order to obtain an analogue of Theorem 2 when the Sturmian hypothesis 
E[u] > 0 replaces the general hypothesis F[u, U] < 0 of that theorem, we need 
a formulation of Green’s formula which does not require boundary regularity. 
This result is written below as Lemma 2 since it does not seem to be well known. 
Let Ha2(G) be the usual Sobolev space, defined as the completion of C2*(G) = 
{U E C2(G): 11 u /I2 < W> with respect to 11 . /I2 where Ij u II2 is the analogue of (1) 
when the integrals of the squares of all second partial derivatives are added 
to the right side. 
LEMMA 2. If u E m21(G) n II~,~(G), then 
s 
ulu dx = asj(x) DiU Dju + C(X) u2 dx. 
G 1 
Proof. For w E C,,l(En) clearly 
s 
Die0 dx = 0, i = l,..., n. (13) 
E” 
Suppose that u E Corn(G) and r~ E Cl(G). Then w = uw E C,,i(G) and substitution 
into (13) yields 
- 
s 
uDlv dx = vD,u dx. (14) 
G I G 
This holds a fortiori for all u E Corn(G), z1 E P*(G). In view of the definitions 
(Section 2, preceding Lemma 1) of ti2’(G) and W,l(G) as completions of Cam(G) 
and Cl*(G), respectively, it follows upon taking limits that (14) holds for all 
u E m21(G) and for all w E W,l(G). 
Now apply (14) to 
vi = C agjDp, i = l,..., 12. 
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Since each aij E C’(G) and u E Hs2(G) by hypothesis, each vi E H:(G) = Wsl(G) 
and (14) yields 
I ulu dx = J[ o -c uD,(atjDju) + cu2 I dx G i.i 
= jG [-c uDivi + cu2] dx 
z 
= S, [T v$iu + cu2] dx 
= J, [x aijDiuDju + cup] dx. 
iJ 
THEOREM 3 (linear symmetric case). 1’ 
(1) The matrix (Aij) in (10) is positive definite (semidejnite, respectively) 
throughout a bounded omain G; and 
(2) Theve exists a nontriwial solution u E C(e) n C2*(G) of ulu < 0 in G 
such that u is identically zero on 3G and E[u] > 0 (>0, respectively); 
then every solution v E jDL of vLv > 0 either has a zero at some point in G, or 
v(x) = hu(x) throughout G for some nonzero constant h. 
Proof. Since u E C(G) n Cl*(G), we can apply Lemma 1 to conclude that 
u E wzl(G). In view of (4) and (12), 
F[u] = -E[u] + S, [z a,jD,uDju + cuz] dx. 
It is then a consequence of Lemma 2 that 
Fb] = -E[u] + j ulu dx < 0, 
G 
and the conclusion follows from Theorem 2. 
In a slightly different formulation of Theorem 3, the condition u E C2*(G) 
is weakened to u E Cl*(G) provided the boundary of G is sufficiently regular 
for Green’s classical formula to be applicable. The proof is an obvious modifica- 
tion of that given above. 
It is also easy to write an analogue of Theorem 3 in the nonsymmetric linear 
case as a consequence of Theorem 1 and Lemma 2. This result is formally the 
same as that given by the authors in [13] or [17] without any assumption on the 
regularity of the boundary. 
Our results can be stated for strongly elliptic systems of partial differential 
equations by a slight amplification. The conclusion is replaced by: The deter- 
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minant of every conjugate matrix V satisfying the matrix inequality P”*LV > 0 
(as a form) must have a zero in G. One simply writes an analogue of Lemma 1 for 
m-vector functions u E C(c) n W,l(G) and follows the treatment given in [13] 
or [19]. 
We mention in conclusion that a special case of the hypothesis E[u] > 0 in 
Theorem 3 is that L is a “Sturmian majorant of I,” i.e. (aij - Aij) is positive 
semidefinite and c > C pointwise in G. 
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